PACE UNIVERSITY
DINING
FALL 2023 / SPRING 2024
For the Love of Food

dineoncampus.com/pacenyc
dineoncampus.com/paceplv
dineoncampus.com/pacelaw
MEAL EXCHANGE OPTIONS

ALL MEAL EXCHANGES INCLUDE CHOICE OF A SIDE & A BEVERAGE

BEVERAGE OPTIONS (Choose One): DASANI WATER, AHA SELTZER OR CANNED SODA, FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE, TEA, OR COFFEE
SIDE OPTION (Choose One): BAG OF CHIPS, CRUDITE, SIDE SALAD, HAND FRUIT OR 2 COOKIES

THE BEEKMAN DELI

6" SUB OR SANDWICH (PROTEIN, CHEESE, 3 TOPPINGS) BAG OF CHIPS

GLOBAL COMFORT

CHOICE OF:
ENTRÉE 1 PROTEIN & 5 TOPPINGS

FLAME

*(BREAKFAST)*
CHOICE OF:
CHEESE/VEG OMELET
BREAKFAST SANDWICH (TO ORDER)
PANCAKES OR FRENCH TOAST WITH (2) EGGS TO ORDER

CHOICE OF SIDES:
HASH BROWN
TATER TOTS
SMALL OATMEAL

*(LUNCH/DINNER)*
CHOICE OF:
HAMBURGER / CHEESEBURGER
CRISPY/GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH
VEGGIE BURGER
BEYOND BURGER (+$5)
CHEESESTEAK
CHICKEN FINGERS

SMOOTHIE LAB

CHOICE OF:
SMOOTHIE
2 FRUITS & PROTEIN
ACAI BOWL 3 TOPPINGS & PROTEIN

CREATE

CHOICE OF:
BUILD YOUR YOGURT, GRANOLA, AND FRUIT BOWL
“NEW” LOCAL BAGEL PROGRAM WITH S'MEAR WITH A CUP OF YOGURT (*EXCLUDING THE YOGURT BAR SELECTION)

MKT

*(BREAKFAST)*
TO-GO PROGRAM
CHOICE OF:
BREAKFAST SANDWICH
BREAKFAST CROISSANT
LOCAL BAGEL W/ CREAM CHEESE & SMALL YOGURT
JUMBO MUFFIN OR BREAKFAST PASTRY W/ SMALL YOGURT

*(LUNCH/DINNER)*
GRAB GOODNESS SANDWICH, SALAD, OR WRAP
HOT GRAB N GO ENTRÉE

*EXCLUDING THE YOGURT BAR SELECTION*
MEAL EXCHANGE OPTIONS

ALL MEAL EXCHANGES INCLUDE CHOICE OF A SIDE & A BEVERAGE

BEVERAGE OPTIONS (Choose One): DASANI WATER, AHA SELTZER OR CANNED SODA, FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE, TEA, OR COFFEE
SIDE OPTION (Choose One): BAG OF CHIPS, CRUDITE, SIDE SALAD, HAND FRUIT OR 2 COOKIES

CHOICE OF:
BUILD YOUR OWN BOWL
SANDWICH/FLAT BREAD ENTRÉE SELECTION

CHOICE OF:
NOODLE ENTRÉE
1 PROTEIN, 4 TOPPINGS, SAUCE, & CONDIMENTS WITH 3 DUMPLINGS

PASTA ENTRÉE
1 PROTEIN & 4 TOPPINGS GARLIC BREADSTICK

CHOICE OF:
CALIFORNIA ROLL (+$3)
SPICY TUNA ROLL (+$3)
CUCUMBER AVOCADO ROLL (+$3)
CHEF SPECIAL ROLL (+$4)
PACE ROLL (+$5)

CHOICE OF:
PERSONAL PIZZA
CALZONE
STROMBOLI
2 LARGE SLICES*
BAKED PASTA ENTRÉE*
*SMALL CAESAR SALAD

CRAVE
PACE NYC
EST. 2023
A VIRTUAL FOOD CONCEPT
POWERED BY SVK

WOK

Ciao Bella

The ONE Sushi

E5O
LATIN

VEG23

Al Forno
PIZZA & PASTA
AT PACE EATS YOU CAN USE A MEAL SWIPE TO GET THE FOLLOWING:

1. **ENTRÉE FROM STATION & STATION SPECIFIC SIDE**

2. **CHOICE OF 1: BAG OF CHIPS, CRUDITE SIDE SALAD, WHOLE FRUIT OR COOKIES**

3. **CHOICE OF 1: DASANI WATER, AHA SELTZER OR CANNED SODA, FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE, TEA, OR COFFEE**
CULTIVATING COMMUNITY

1. Teaching Kitchens
   - Educational demonstrations where students learn culinary skills

2. Community Refrigerator
   - Refrigerator that provides a space for people to donate and take food freely, to combat food insecurity

3. Big Deal Vouchers
   - Collaboration with Auxiliary Services & Student Engagement providing meals to food insecure students

4. JoyFUL & Dinner Parties
   - Our talented chef and dedicated managers unite students, faculty, and staff for a captivating themed dinner experience.
   - Celebrate elements of joy, such as colorful decorations, engaging activities, and delightful surprises, into the dining facility
WHERE TO EAT - NYC CAMPUS

FLOOR ONE
The Market at Beekman

WHAT’S AVAILABLE

Coffee
Grab & Go Salads
Sandwiches & Snacks
Snack & Beverage Retail
Convenience Items
Sundries

FLOOR ONE
Fully Licensed Starbucks Store

MARKET

TM
FLOOR TWO

Snack & Beverage Retail • Coffee • Grab & Go Salads & Sandwiches • Pastries • Novelty Ice Cream • Kosher • Gluten Free
SVK | Chef driven Vegetable focused menus with an emphasis on allergen friendly selections; made to order. All concepts are built on ONE production line with minimal equipment. Most bases and proteins are interchangeable and the opportunity to add new cuisines is almost endless. All dayparts supported with Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner options.

Traditional flavors served in an approachable way, from tikka masala and vindaloo, to samosa and tikkas

Burritos, bowls, and walking tacos offer a fun way to enjoy a signature cuisine

With its satisfying mixture of textures and flavors and vibrant spices, it offers sensation unlike any other featuring Vietnamese inspired baguettes & bowls

Plant based offerings that are healthful and filling and will leave you craving more

Nothing says comfort like warm and creamy mac & cheese; paired with unique and unexpected proteins and toppings
STAY IN TOUCH

Give us Your Feedback

TEXT  1-845-977-0350
CALL  1-212-346-1283
EMAIL  PACEEATS@COMPASS-USA.COM
INSTAGRAM  @PACEEATS @PACEPLVEATS
WEBSITE  DINEONCAMPUS.COM/PACENYC
          DINEONCAMPUS.COM/PACEPLV

PACE  University
chartwells
where hungry minds gather